
 

Researchers discover new autoinflammatory
disease, suggest target for potential
treatments
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Discovery of de novo GOF mutations in LYN as cause of cutaneous vasculitis
and liver fibrosis syndrome. a The pedigrees show a de novo variant in LYN in
each of the three patients. Squares and circles represent male and female family
members, respectively; solid symbols and open symbols indicate affected and
unaffected family members, respectively. b In Patient 1 and Patient 3 the
truncating mutations p.Y508* and p.Q507* result in the loss of the 5 or 6
terminal amino acids, respectively; and in Patient 2, the amino acid substitution
from a tyrosine to a phenylalanine prevents phosphorylation in the C-terminal
regulatory domain of Lyn kinase. Credit: Nature Communications (2023). DOI:
10.1038/s41467-023-36941-y

Scientists have identified an autoinflammatory disease caused by
mutations in the LYN gene, an important regulator of immune responses
in health and disease. Named Lyn kinase-associated vasculopathy and
liver fibrosis (LAVLI), the identification sheds light on how genes
linked to certain illnesses can potentially be targets for treatment by
repurposing existing drugs.

The research, published in Nature Communications, was led by Adriana
A. de Jesus, M.D. Ph.D., and Raphaela Goldbach-Mansky, M.D., M.H.S.
of the Translational Autoinflammatory Diseases Section of the
Laboratory of Clinical Immunology and Microbiology at the National
Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID), part of the
National Institutes of Health.

LAVLI was first discovered in a pediatric patient through genetic testing
, which detected a mutation in LYN, the gene that encodes the Lyn
kinase protein. Two additional, unrelated pediatric patients were later
discovered to have two more mutations in the same gene. All three
patients developed diseases linked to the LYN genetic mutation shortly
after birth.
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A lesional skin biopsy shows co-expression of the endothelial marker CD31 and
the activation/adhesion marker, ICAM1, in focal areas of a small vessel in the
skin in Patient 1. Scale bars 50um. Credit: Dan Yang, M.D., National Heart,
Lung, and Blood Institute
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Two patients developed liver fibrosis—excessive amounts of scar tissue
caused by inflammation and repeated liver damage—in the first year of
life. All three patients had perinatal onset of neutrophilic cutaneous
small vessel vasculitis. This is an immune disorder characterized by
inflammation from high numbers of neutrophils—white blood cells of
the immune system—that can damage small blood vessels.

The study revealed Lyn kinase was always active and unable to shut
down in the three patients with the LYN mutation, which increased
neutrophil migration, altered inflammatory signals and activated scar and
fibrosis-inducing liver cells. The results of this study suggest that Lyn
kinase may be a potential therapeutic target for drugs that treat forms of
non-syndromic small vessel vasculitis and other types of inflammation-
induced liver fibrosis.

  More information: Adriana A. de Jesus et al, Constitutively active
Lyn kinase causes a cutaneous small vessel vasculitis and liver fibrosis
syndrome, Nature Communications (2023). DOI:
10.1038/s41467-023-36941-y
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